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Resumo
Qualquer projeto de sistemas de software implica uma rigorosa especificação de requisitos
durante a sua fase inicial de conceção. Com o propósito de definir e partilhar os requisitos
entre todos os stakeholders, o documento resultante desta análise de requisitos é
frequentemente produzido numa linguagem natural. Esta é uma abordagem razoável, uma
vez que a língua natural é expressiva e universal. No entanto, também é propícia a erros e
ambiguidade. Além disso, produzir representações gráficas destes requisitos,
nomeadamente, diagramas UML, e validá-los quanto à sua precisão são tarefas que
requerem um esforço humano significativo.
O RSLingo é uma abordagem de Model-Driven Engineering que procura abordar estes
problemas ao melhorar a qualidade global das especificações de requisitos. Fazendo uso de
uma linguagem rigorosa e consistente, é possível produzir especificações de requisitos de
sistemas com menor quantidade de erros e de intervenção humana.
Com o objetivo de consolidar esta abordagem, este trabalho consistiu no desenvolvimento
da ferramenta RSLingo-Studio, que serve o propósito de automatizar a validação e tornar
fluído o processo de realizar transformações das especificações de requisitos textuais em
diferentes formatos (MS Word ou Excel) e tipos de diagramas UML. Para este fim, recorre à
Requirement Specification Language (RSLingo RSL), definida com a framework Xtext e tira
proveito do poder expressivo e flexibilidade da linguagem de programação Xtend para a
implementação das transformações anteriormente referidas. Com os resultados obtidos por
via desta abordagem, do desenvolvimento e da utilização do RSLingo-Studio aplicado a um
caso de estudo específico, pudemos comprovar que esta ferramenta pode ser considerada
uma importante mais-valia nas diferentes atividades da engenharia de requisitos (RE) de um
projeto de software.

Palavras-chave: RSLingo; Engenharia de Requisitos; Especificação de requisitos;
Validação de Requisitos; Transformações; Model-Driven Engineering; Eclipse; Xtext.
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Abstract
Any software system project entails a thoroughly performed requirements specification during
its early stages of conception. With the purpose of defining and communicating requirements
between all the stakeholders, the document resulting from this requirements analysis is often
produced in natural language. This is a reasonable approach, given that natural language is
expressive and universal. However, it is also error and ambiguity prone. Additionally,
producing graphical representations of these requirements – namely, UML diagrams, and
validating them against their correctness requires a significant amount of human effort.
RSLingo is a Model-Driven Engineering approach that seeks to address these issues by
improving the overall quality of requirements specifications. By making use of a rigorous and
consistent language, we can produce system requirements specifications with significant less
errors and necessary human intervention.
To further expand this approach, this work consisted of the development of the RSLingoStudio tool, which serves the purpose of automating validation and streamlining the process
of performing transformations of textual requirement specifications into different formats (MS
Word or Excel) and multiple types of UML diagrams. RSLingo-Studio makes use of a rigorous
Domain Specific Language (DSL) - Requirement Specification Language (RSLingo RSL)
defined with the Xtext framework and takes full advantage of the power and flexibility of the
Xtend programming language to achieve this goal. With the results obtained by developing
and applying RSLingo-Studio to a specific case study, we were able to prove that this tool can
be a valuable asset for any Requirements Engineering (RE) related activity of a software
project.

Keywords: RSLingo; Requirements Engineering; Requirement Specification; Validation of
Requirements; Transformations; Model-Driven Engineering; Eclipse; Xtext
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Acronyms
Acronym

Term

AST

Abstract Syntax Tree

BIS

Business Information Systems

BPMN

Business Process Model and Notation

CNL

Controlled Natural Language

DSL

Domain-specific Language

EMF

Eclipse Modelling Framework

FR

Functional Requirements

IDE

Integrated Development Environment

M2M

Model-2-Model

M2T

Model-2-Text

MBT

Model-based Testing

MDA

Model-driven Architecture

MDD

Model-driven Development

MDE

Model-driven Engineering

NL

Natural Language

OMG

Object Management Group

PIM

Platform Independent Models

PSM

Platform Specific Models

RCP

Rich Client Platform

QR

Quality Requirements

RE

Requirements Engineering

RSL

Requirements Specification Language
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RSL-IL

Intermediate Language

RSL-PL

Pattern Language

SRS

System Requirements Specification

SUS

System-under-study

SysML

Systems Modelling Language

UML

Unified Modelling Language
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Glossary
Term

Definition

Abstract Syntax
Tree

A tree structure that provides a means for creating a representation of the executable
software artefact; A formal representation of the syntactical structure of software that
is more amenable to formal analysis techniques than is the concrete or surface
syntax of software.
A graphical representation for specifying business processes in a business process
model.

[44]

A collection of related, structured activities or tasks that produce a specific service
or product for a particular customer.

[37]

Coherence

The quality of being logical and consistent.

[43]

Completeness

The state or condition of having all the necessary or appropriate parts.

[43]

Controlled
Natural
Language
Correctness

Subsets of natural languages whose grammars and dictionaries have been restricted
in order to reduce or eliminate both ambiguity and complexity.

[38]

The quality or state of being free from error; accuracy.

[43]

Domain
Specific
Language
Eclipse
Modelling
Framework
Ecore

Small language focused on a particular aspect of a software system.

[17]

A modelling framework and code generation facility for building tools and other
applications based on a structured data model.

[40]

EMF’s meta model for describing models and runtime support for the models.

[40]

Linguistic
Pattern
Linguistic Style

Grammatical rules that can be stated simultaneously in a descriptive and prescriptive
manner, and that allows their users to properly speak in a common language.
A concrete representation of a linguistics pattern.

[32]

Model-driven
Engineering
Functional
Requirements
Natural
Language
Quality
Requirements
Requirement

[11]

Requirements
Engineering

Software development approach that combines the use of domain-specific modelling
languages and model-to-model transformations.
Requirements that specify a behaviour or function that the software being developed
should do.
Any language that has evolved naturally in humans through use and repetition
without conscious planning or premeditation.
Requirements that specify criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a
system, rather than specific functionalities.
A statement that identifies a necessary attribute, capability, characteristic, or quality
of a system for it to have value and utility to a customer, organization, internal user,
or other stakeholder.
Process of defining, documenting and maintaining requirements to the sub-fields of
systems engineering and software engineering concerned with this process.

Requirements
Specification
language

A formal language in computer science used during systems analysis, requirements
analysis and systems design to describe a system at a much higher level than a
programming language.

[6]

Business
Process Model
and Notation
Business
Process

Source

[37]

[32]

[35]
[38]
[35]
[35]

[35]
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System
Requirements
Specification
Constraint

A complete description of the behaviour of the software to be developed.

[29]

A statement of restriction that modifies a requirement or set of requirements by
limiting the range of acceptable solutions.
Objectives which a system should achieve through cooperation of actors in the
intended software and in the environment.

[35]

System

A regularly interacting or interdependent group of items forming a unified whole.

[39]

Stakeholder

An individual, team, or organization (or classes thereof) with interests in, or concerns
relative to, the outcomes of the architecture. Different stakeholders with different
roles will have different concerns.
A general-purpose, developmental, modelling language in the field of software
engineering that is intended to provide a standard way to visualize the design of a
system.
The representation of a related set of concerns. A view is what is seen from a
viewpoint. An architecture view may be represented by a model to demonstrate to
stakeholders their areas of interest in the architecture.
A definition of the perspective from which a view is taken. It is a specification of the
conventions for constructing and using a view (often by means of an appropriate
schema or template). A view is what you see; a viewpoint is where you are looking
from — the vantage point or perspective that determines what you see.

Goal

Unified
Modelling
Language
View

Viewpoint

[35]

[28]
[36]

[28]

[28]
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Introduction

This first chapter introduces the RSLingo-Studio project. We begin by describing the problem
domain of the project, followed by the contributions this work offers and end by describing the
outline of the remainder of the document.

1.1 Problem Description
For any engineering project, a clear understanding of the problem-domain is necessary before
beginning to implement a solution [1]. As such, requirement specification is where any project
truly begins and efforts should be made to ensure we have a thorough and coherent
specification defined in a language understood by the major stakeholders. The resulting
system requirements specification (SRS) is a valuable resource used throughout many
different stages of the project’s life-cycle, serving the purpose of facilitating communication
between the stakeholders [2]. Evidently, mistakes in the production of this document will lead
to undesirable problems that would require a significant amount of human effort to detect and
repair, forcing the project’s development to teeter back and forth [3].
A substantial amount of these errors stem from the use of natural language in the creation
of the SRS, despite its vast expressiveness and ease of use [1]. This is due to the fact that its
flexible nature can also result in documents produced with ambiguity, incorrectness,
incompleteness or inconsistencies [6]. Additionally, to further achieve a shared understanding
of the problem-domain, different representations of the requirements are created. Performing
these text-to-model transformations is already taxing work by itself and it is made only worse
by having to be subject to the difficulties inherent to the interpretation of natural language by
humans, who have to consider the ambiguity, incoherence, incorrectness and incompleteness
that natural language could potentially come with, as previously mentioned. Nonetheless,
natural language is still the best option when specifying requirements [1, 5], so, an approach
that would ensure the resulting SRS is an unambiguous and rigorously validated description
of the problem-domain would be ideal.
As a model-driven engineering approach [4], RSLingo aims to address this issue by
defining a rigorous requirements specification language – RSL (Requirements Specification
Language) and by offering a toolset that automatically validates RSL specifications and
performs transformations of its contents into different graphical representations (i.e., UML
Diagrams), such as Use Case Diagrams or Class Diagrams, for example. Supporting this
toolset language are two documents: Excel and Word templates, which are fully compliant
with the RSL language structure. This work covers the development of RSLingo-Studio, the
tool that implements the RSLingo approach by allowing users to import these Excel files in
order to validate its contents for correctness, completeness and coherence; perform the
aforementioned transformations into UML diagrams; and generate a more formal, readable,
Word document.
A total and properly performed computer automatic processing of natural language text is
a very complex task, hard to accomplish even by the current state-of-the-art technologies [10].
So, despite the fact that a certain degree of human validation is still necessary, the solution
provided by the RSLingo-Studio tool significantly reduces the necessary human effort
14

necessary during the requirements analysis phase of a project’s life cycle by automating the
validation of SRS documents and the process of generating UML diagrams.

1.2 Contributions
Considering the previously mentioned limitations of natural language when producing SRS
documents and the current state-of-the-art of tools for RE purposes, the need and motivation
for a tool like RSLingo-Studio becomes apparent. RSLingo-Studio is meant to be used as an
Eclipse1 Rich Client Application, making use of the vast development toolset it offers – the
Eclipse RCP (Rich Client Platform), discussed in detail in Chapter 6.2.3.
Essentially, the usage of RSLingo-Studio aimed to guarantee two main goals:
1. Validation – RSL specifications that are edited using the RSLingo-Studio workspace
are automatically checked for errors, inconsistencies, and incompleteness. This validation
should consist of the displaying of errors (for structural flaws) and warnings (for errors that
don’t mean incorrectness, but might generate future issues), with adequate quick-fix
suggestions. While RSLingo-Studio isn’t designed for automatically correcting everything
wrong with poorly produced SRS, this validation should significantly reduce the human effort
necessary for identifying errors in such cases. A discussion of the validation checks that
RSLingo-Studio supports is provided in Chapter 6.3.
2. Transformations – RSLingo-Studio allows users to perform automatic text-to-model
transformations of requirement specifications in the Excel format (respecting RSLingo’s Excel
template – chapter 4) into RSLingo’s RSL specifications, which can, in turn, be used to
generate UML diagrams. Our solution allows users to generate anything from UML Use Case
to State Machine diagrams. These diagrams can also be imported back to RSLingo-Studio by
performing the reverse operation, whenever further editing of a diagram is required. A
discussion of the UML transformations that RSLingo-Studio produces is provided in Chapter
6.4. Furthermore, RSL specifications can be exported back to the Excel format or into a Word
document, for easier readability.
Automating these two steps represents a significantly reduced human effort necessary for
completing these otherwise manual tasks. The resulting artefacts can be used as input
whenever necessary during a software development process following the MDE paradigm,
resulting in a considerable streamlining of the whole RE process.

1

https://eclipse.org
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1.3 Document Outline
The structure of remainder of this document is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the research
made and related work on RE approaches, with an analysis of the current state-of-the-art in
regards to RE tools that are somewhat similar to RSLingo-Studio. Chapter 3 introduces the
RSL language, one of the key components of the RSLingo toolset. Chapter 4 describes the
RSLingo Excel template, while Chapter 5 describes the Word document template. In Chapter
6, we present, in detail, our work’s architecture and implementation, while also discussing its
technical background. Chapter 7 includes the description of the evaluation of our solution and
the results we obtained. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this work with a brief discussion of what
has been done so far and what future work can be built upon ours.
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2

Background and Related Work

RSLingo-Studio is inserted in the RSLingo initiative and, as such, it encompasses several
other works and projects related to requirements engineering tools. This chapter aims to
present those aspects of the RSLingo initiative, as well as other tools that share some degree
of similarity with what RSLingo-Studio offers. While some of these are pure modelling tools
(whose sole purpose is producing UML/BPMN diagrams), which RSLingo-Studio is not, the
emphasis is placed on comparing the Text-to-Model and diagram creation aspects of each
tool. A discussion on the state-of-the-art is made at the end of this chapter.

2.1 Background
This chapter introduces several concepts that make up the basis for this research work.

2.1.1 Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
Model-Driven Engineering is a software engineering paradigm in which models are considered
fundamental artefacts in a project’s life cycle. The core concepts of MDE include: models,
metamodels, modelling languages and software products and platforms.
Model: although there are multiple definitions for the concept of model, the common ground
between these definitions is that a model is an abstraction of a system-under-study and can
be considered, in itself, a system. As such, the following is a reasonable definition: “a model
is a system that helps to define and to give answers of the system-under-study without having
to directly consider it” [4, 14, 15].
Metamodels: a metamodel is defined by the OMG as “a model of models” [16]. To further
improve on this definition, a metamodel can be considered as “a model that defines the
structure of a modelling language” [4]. It is possible to have a meta-metamodel that may have
a metamodel itself, and so on, which translates to an endlessly layered architecture problem.
To address this issue, a language that describes itself in its own language is commonly
considered a feasible solution.
Modelling languages: a modelling language refers to the set of all possible models that
are compliant with its respective metamodel. This means that these models should be
conformant with the modelling languages’ abstract syntax, represented by one or more
concrete syntaxes and that satisfy given semantics. The pragmatics of a modelling language
should serve as a guide on how to use it correctly [17].
Software products and platforms – a software product (or application) is defined as “a
system composed of nontrivial integration of software platforms, artefacts generated through
model-to-text transformations, artefacts directly written by developers, and eventually models
directly executable in the context of a particular software platform” [4]. A software platform
refers to “an integrated set of computational elements that enable the development and
execution of a class of software products” [4, 18].
MDE encompasses a series of other approaches, such as: MDD, MBD and MDA.
Model-Driven Development (MDD) is an approach mainly centred on requirements
engineering that usually calls for the creation of modelling languages for the specification of
17

the system under study at different levels of abstraction while, simultaneously, providing the
ability to perform model-to-model transformations [11].
Model-based Testing (MBD) is used for the creation of models that are intended for
showcasing the functioning of the system under test [12]. These models represent, through a
certain level of abstraction, the desired behaviour of the system under test and can be
translated into executable tests that communicate directly with the system under test through
the use of testing tools.
Model-driven Architecture (MDA) is an approach focused primarily on defining models
and performing transformation of those models [13]. These model-to-model transformations
can result in Platform Specific Models (PSM) or Platform Independent Models (PIM), with the
possibility of performing PIM-PSM transformations, which suggests that applications
developed under the MDA approach should all be platform-independent.
OMG set a standard terminology to ease the communication when referring to objects,
models, and metamodels, named OMG’s Four Layer Architecture [41]. This architecture,
as the name suggests, contains the following four layers:





M0 – which contains the data of the application, i.e., runtime instances of an objectoriented system;
M1 – contains the user model, which translates to the classes of an object-oriented
system;
M2 – contains the metadata that captures the modelling language: UML elements, for
example, serve as the metamodel for the M1 layer data;
M3 – contains the meta-metamodel that describes the properties which the metadata
can exhibit.

A “meta-meta-metamodel” for describing M4 is possible, but is redundant given that it would
end up being described by M3 itself, when considering the fact that M3 is self-describing [42].
RSLingo2 can be considered a model-driven engineering approach, in view of its model
creation and transformation purposes, facilitating cooperation between developers and
domain experts. It aims to be an effective MDE implementation by supporting the following
features: (1) definition of a modelling language – RSLingo’s RSL; (2) multi-user collaborative
work environment – REBox; (3) automatic model validation – supported by RSLingo’s RSL
and Xtext’s validation mechanisms (detailed in Chapter 3); (4) model-to-model
transformations - supported by the RSLingo-Studio toolset for Eclipse; (5) model-to-text
transformations – also supported by RSLingo-Studio toolset for Eclipse.
Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) 3 deserves special attention in the scope of this
work, as Xtext relies on it for creating the abstract syntax Tree (AST) of files written in our

2

http://itbox.inesc-id.pt/ITLingo/RSLingo

3

https://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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custom DSLs, while also providing code generation facilities for building tools and applications
based on structured data models. Using EMF, models can be specified using
annotated Java, UML, XML or modelling tools, and afterwards imported into EMF. More
importantly, EMF serves as support for the interoperability with other EMF-based tools and
applications. Ecore is the metamodel (and, simultaneously, its own metamodel) for describing
models in EMF and generating Java code [40].

2.1.2 The RSLingo Approach
In a broader sense, RSLingo started as a multi-lingual approach for improving the quality of
requirements specifications that comprised two main languages: RSL-PL, an extensible
language with the purpose of encoding RE-specific linguistic patterns found in natural
language-written requirements specifications; and RSL-IL, a formal language with a fix set of
constructs for representing and conveying RE-specific concerns [7, 8].
As it was initially conceived, RSLingo featured two different stages. The first one, processlevel, depicted in Figure 1, consisted of the definition of the linguistic patterns encoded in RSLPL and the mappings between them and the semantically equivalent RSL-IL formal structure.
This stage should produce the RSL-PL => RSL-IL Mapping as a result, to be used in the next
stage.

Fig. 1. Definition phase of RSLingo at process-level (source: [7])

RSLingo’s project-level, as shown in Figure 2, encompassed the application of the
concepts and languages previously defined in the process-level stage, along with RSLingo’s
toolset [4] during the execution of a specific software project. For this stage, the roles of
Requirements Engineer and Business Stakeholder contribute with the initial textual
requirement specification document, written in natural language. These stakeholders should
also follow RE’s best practices of maintaining a project-specific Glossary. Using these two
artefacts in conjunction with the RSL-PL => RSL-IL Mapping and a set of General Lexical
Resources for dealing with the use of ad-hoc natural language would generate a requirement
specification defined in terms of RSL-IL’s expressions, which is automatically verified and
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validated. The end result is a transformation of these requirements specification artefacts into
a rigorous “Controlled NL” (natural language) or graphical representations of requirementsderived models, one of the main objectives of this work.

Fig. 2. Overview of the RSLingo approach – usage at project-level. (source: [7])

This approach evolved into the current state of RSLingo, by dropping RSL-PL altogether in
place of a rigorous SRS-like document template and the creation of RSLingo’s RSL, which
serves the same purpose as the previous RSL-IL. The current RSLingo methodology
significantly reduces the work to be done, from a development point of view, by removing the
need to implement pattern recognition and text mining on an ad-hoc natural language written
document, while still retaining RSLingo’s critical function of performing an automatic validation
of the information contained in the document and allowing transformations between different
graphical notations or representations.
Understanding how to work with this document template is imperative for creating a correct
system requirements specification for use with RSLingo, minimizing the necessary manual
effort for validation and model transformations.

2.1.3 RSLingo4Privacy
RSLingo4Privacy is a work developed within the RSLingo initiative with the purpose of
improving the specification and analysis of privacy policies [19]. It shares several similarities
with RSLingo in functionality, despite being developed independently.
This approach features, much like RSLingo, two document templates used for extracting
information in Microsoft Excel and Word formats. The information extracted from these
templates can then be automatically processed and checked for errors by using a specification
defined in the Eddy language – a formal language for specifying privacy requirements [20] and
RSLingo4Privacy’s own DSL – RSL-IL4Privacy, specified with the Xtext framework (also
used with RSLingo and discussed in detail in Chapter 6). After validation, an analysis report
with errors and warnings is produced, which can be used for additional authoring and
validation purposes. When the quality of the policy is acceptable, it can then be published.
The RSLingo4Privacy approach contemplates four main processes:
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P1:

automatic text classification and extraction;

P2:

visualization and authoring;

P3:

analysis and quality validation;

P4:

publishing.

These processes serve as the basis for a rigorous specification of privacy policies with multiple
representations, namely the ability to publish the policies in formats like JSON and XMI, or
specific Microsoft Office formats like Excel or Word documents by using the Apache POI
framework4 (also used by RSLingo-Studio and discussed in detail in Chapter 6).
RSLingo4Privacy’s DSL to Eddy Model-to-Model transformations are possible by having a
converter defined on top of the Xtend code generator framework for use with
RSLingo4Privacy-Studio, an Eclipse Editor IDE extension, similar to what RSLingo
proposes.
Demonstrations with real world privacy policies of popular web sites like Facebook, Twitter or
IMDB were made, proving the relevance and functioning of this tool [25].

2.1.4 ITBox Collaboration Platform
The ITBox Collaboration Platform [22] is yet another tool inserted in the RSLingo initiative with
the main purpose of providing a multi-user environment for managing requirement
specification documents, featuring a well-defined toolset for integration with RSLingo.
The main features of REBox include:
 Concurrent and decentralized access to a web platform with customizable user permissions;
 Extensible template system;
 Reusability of modular requirements across multiple processes by specifying a
requirements library;
 Version control system, providing traceability;
 Integration with the various technologies on the RSLingo field of research.
Ultimately, ITBox aims to provide a reasonable balance between the advantages and
disadvantages of cloud-based document editors, dedicated RE platforms and RE wikis. The
existence of a collaborative platform is vital for an MDE approach such as RSLingo. The
requirement managing aspects of software projects can involve large teams that might require
that multiple users have to concurrently access documents, without disrupting the workflows
among them.

2.1.5 XIS & XIS-Mobile
XIS is a UML Profile that promotes a platform-independent design for interactive systems [24].
It advocates “extreme modelling” by featuring model-to-model transformations that accelerate

4

https://poi.apache.org/
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modelling tasks, thus providing users with modelling techniques that result in high productivity
levels.
As an MDD approach, it incorporates modular system modelling through the use of
packages and the concept of business entities. It also advertises a separation of concerns by
providing several different system views – Entities, Use Cases and User-Interface, with
minimal dependencies between them, which guarantee abstraction and isolation of concerns.
XIS is, additionally, a Use-case-driven approach in the sense that it addresses the
identification of actors and use cases to allow a clear definition of the system’s functionality
with regards to roles and permissions. Furthermore, XIS also features model-to-model and
model-to-code transformations that increase productivity levels and flexibility during a project’s
design phase. In reality, XIS is an effective solution for modelling simple desktop or web
applications.
XIS-Mobile5 is an extension to the XIS UML Profile, geared towards the development of
mobile applications [25]. XIS presented limitations when faced with the modelling of mobile
applications, particularly with concerns when specifying gestures, internet connections,
localization issues and other context-sensitive concerns typically common with mobile
applications.
The XIS-Mobile language rehashes the core concepts of XMI, improving on them with its
own design approaches. It features the Domain, Business Entities, Use Cases, Interaction
Space, Navigation Space, and Architectural views.
The XIS-Mobile Framework makes use of the technologies provided by Sparx Systems
Enterprise Architect to implement a Visual Editor for mobile applications specification, model
validation for quality checking, and model-to-model transformations. Model-to-code
transformations were made possible by using the Eclipse plugin, Acceleo6 and allow source
code generation for Android, Windows Phone and iOS devices.

2.2 Related Work
This chapter introduces several tools that share some degree of similarity with what RSLingoStudio offers, in terms of functionalities.

2.2.1 Nomnoml
Nomnoml7 is a powerful modelling tool that resembles the transformation aspect of RSLingoStudio in a number of ways. As a text-based UML tool, it focuses on expressing relationships
declaratively, as opposed to having to worry about manual element positioning. As seen on
Figure 6, it features a simple textual notation for creating diagrams.

5

https://github.com/MDDLingo/xis-mobile

6

http://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/

7

http://nomnoml.com
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Fig. 3. Nomnoml specification of a class diagram, flowchart and use case diagram.

When compared to RSLingo-Studio’s proposed solution, Nomnoml features a very lightweight
validation of a user’s input, sufficient only for preventing the creation of incorrect diagrams.
The language it uses can also be confusing to interpret and result in cluttered specifications,
making it difficult to manipulate. Moreover, generated diagrams can only be saved as PNG
image format, thus restraining many of the interoperability goals that RSLingo aims to achieve.

2.2.2 PlantUML
PlantUML8 is another online tool that uses human readable text descriptions - a language
called PlantUML, to generate UML diagrams. It uses Graphviz9, a graph visualization software,
to draw these diagrams and export them in PNG, SVG, LaTeX and ASCII art. Depicted in
Figure 7 is a simple example of a sequence diagram specified in PlantUML, showcasing its
expressiveness.

Fig. 4. Sequence Diagram specified in PlantUML

While the similarities in purpose with RSLingo-Studio are evident, they are set apart by a
significant detail – PlantUML lacks any type of validation for what the user submits as input,
8

http://plantuml.com

9

http://graphviz.org
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which would allow, for example, cycles in class hierarchies on a class diagram. This fact alone
makes PlantUML more of a drawing tool rather than a modelling tool.
As of the writing of this document, and while PlantUML has no means of importing
information from external sources, the usage of XMI format for importing/exporting was under
development. Regardless, the PlantUML language was chosen as the language for
representing UML diagrams with RSLingo-Studio. The reasoning behind this decision is
detailed in Chapter 6.4

2.2.3 GenMyModel
GenMyModel10 is a cloud-based modelling platform that offers a lot of what RSLingo-Studio
aims to achieve. UML Class Diagrams, Activity Diagrams, BMPN Workflow Diagrams are just
some of the types GenMyModel allows the creation of. Essentially, it boasts three main
features:
 Online Diagram Creation – A wide range of diagram types can be created online without
requiring the installation of any external software.
 Google Drive-style collaboration – GenMyModel allows real-time online collaboration for
the editing and of created diagrams by multiple users. A similar feature is also meant to be
present in RSLingo with the previously mentioned ITBox project.
 Online Code Generation – GenMyModel features built-in code generators for Java, SQL
and Spring, with a code template editor for customizing code generators.
The following Figure 8 depicts an example of real-time collaboration on the creation of a
project’s domain model, featuring two screens, side-by-side, serving as two different users.

10

https://www.genmymodel.com/
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Fig. 5. Collaborative work on a diagram using GenMyModel, showing two different screens for two different
users.

Apart from these features, diagrams created with this tool can be exported as JPEG, SVG,
PDF and, more importantly, XMI 11 . The latter format is widely used for interoperability
purposes and could, in the future, be used by RSLingo-Studio for use with various tools.
The one feature GenMyModel lacks in comparison with RSLingo-Studio is the ability to
import a natural language text-completed SRS document for the purpose of information
extraction.

2.2.4 StarUML
StarUML12 is a model-driven development tool that supports UML and provides a significant
number of different types of diagrams.
This tool attempts to clearly differentiate the concepts of models, views and diagrams.
Simply put, a model is an element that contains information for a software model. A view is a
visual expression of the information contained in a model, and a diagram is a collection of view
elements that represent the user’s specific design thoughts. Models are automatically
validated and are stored in a JSON format document for future importing/exporting and code
generation (Java, C# or C++). Source code can be generated from created models and
models can be built from existing source code by reverse engineering. Figure 9 showcases
the main interface of StarUML with an example model specification.

Fig. 6. StarUML interface.

11

http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/.

12

http://staruml.io
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Being built as a modular and open-source tool, it provides frameworks for extending its
functionalities. As of the writing of this document, StarUML allows the generation of PDF, MS
Word, and Excel or PowerPoint documents.
Despite featuring validation and transformations, what sets RSLingo-Studio and StarUML
apart is the fact that StarUML lacks the functionality of importing and extracting information
from a natural language text document.

2.2.5

gRAM

Regarding domain Specification languages for portraying RE-specific concerns, the existing
options are very limited. The most relevant and comparable example is gRAM [21]. gRam is
a domain-specific language that is supposed to allow direct on-screen manipulation and
automatic validation of requirements and an automatic generation of natural language
documents. However, gRAM is only geared towards use with a specification of functional
requirements, as described in its metamodel [21], with each requirement having no more than
a name and a textual description. Moreover, these requirements can have relationships of
dependency and ownership between them.
While somewhat similar to RSLingo’s RSL, it is significantly simpler and can be easily
implemented. It also does not have, to our best knowledge, a concrete implementation and
integration into a working toolset.
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2.3 Discussion
Although a sizable variety of requirements engineering and management tools already exist,
none offer the comprehensiveness and flexibility that RSLingo-Studio proposes. In regard to
Domain Specification Language for Requirements Engineering purposes, the state-of-the-art
is severely lacking in options. It is important to note that, at the time of writing of this document
and after a thorough research, no other DSLs for specifying requirements on a scale and
breadth comparable to RSLingo’s RSL were found, apart from the previously mentioned XIS
and SilabREQ that served as a basis for RSLingo’s RSL and gRAM. Table 2 showcases a
comparison between the tools mentioned in the previous sub-chapters and RSLingo-Studio
with regards to the functionalities it offers.
Table 1. Comparing RSLingoStudio with similar tools.

Nomnoml

Input

Nomnoml’s
own textual
specification

Output

UML
diagrams in
PNG format

Validation

Nomnoml’s
DSL
features
syntax
validation.
UML Class
Diagrams
and

Supported
Diagram
Types

UML
Activity
Diagrams.

PlantUML
-PlantUML
language
specification;
-Models
previously
exported as
XMI.

GenMyModel
-Models
are created from
the ground up;
-Models
previously
exported as
XMI.

StarUML
-Models
are created from the
ground up;
-Models
previously exported
as
XMI.

RSLingo-Studio
-MS Excel Natural
Language
SRS template;
-RSL defined SRS;
-Models mapped to
RSLingo’s RSL.

Diagrams in
SVG, PNG,
LaTeX and
ASCII formats.

-Diagrams in
JPEG, SVG, XMI
and PDF formats;
-Projects are
stored in the cloud.

-PDF,
-MS Excel, Word or
PowerPoint;
-Models as JSON
documents;
-Diagrams as XML,
Java, C# or C++.

-MS Excel or Word
documents;
-Diagrams for PlantUML.

PlantUML’s
syntax
validation.

Error-checking for
generated code.

Defined rulesets for
validating all
diagrams.
Extensible.

-Imported SRS is
validated;
-Imported models are
validated.

UML
Diagrams
-Sequence;
-Use Case;
-Class;
-Activity;
-Component;
-State.

UML
Diagrams:
-Sequence,
-Class,
-Activity,
-Use Cases
Relational
Database
Diagrams;

UML
Diagrams:
-Sequence,
-Class,
-Use Cases,
-Collaboration,
-State,
-Activity,
-Component,
-Deployment.
-Composite Structure.

UML
Diagrams:
-Sequence,
-Class
-Use Cases,
-State,
-Activity.
These diagram types are
used for representing
different types of
information for each of
RSL’s views.
Diagrams for representing
simple cases of business
processes (not BMPN).

BPMN
Diagrams;
Flowcharts.

This table allows us to draw the conclusion as to how RSLingo-Studio could stand as a
one of a kind tool, providing users with a resource that allows them to automatically produce
and validate graphical model representations from their initial natural language text-based
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requirement specifications. Summarily, our analysis of the current state-of-the-art indicates
that there are already plenty of tools for modelling UML diagrams, but few that validate these
models and allow model-to-text transformations, as RSLingo-Studio is able to accomplish.
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3

RSLingo’s RSL

The Requirements Specification Language (RSL) used in RSLingo is implemented using the
Xtext framework and the grammar defining language it provides. It was developed by
Professor Alberto Silva prior to the beginning of this work and has since been subject to a
number of changes. The current version 13 of RSLingo’s RSL is based on the multi-view
architecture and inspired on the design of some specific former languages such as RSL-IL [8],
XIS [25] (detailed in chapter 2.1.5) and SilabREQ [26].
RSL provides a large set of constructs organized into several views according to two
abstraction levels: business and system level. As such, Figure 3 shows how an RSL
specification is defined as a set of RSL packages.

Fig. 7. RSL model as a set of business and/or system level packages (source: [32]).

These RSL packages can be either of Business or System level and are specific instances
of PackageAbstract. By using the import relation, these packages can access and use the
constructs defined in other packages. It is noteworthy that RSL also features
PackageVariability and PackageVariabilityResolution elements, but that is out of the scope of
this work.
Table 1 summarizes the classification of the RSL constructs as a bi-dimensional
framework.

13

https://github.com/RSLingo/RSL
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Table 2. RSL viewpoints
Concerns
Context

Active Structure Behavior

Passive Structure Requirements

Levels
Business

(Subjects)
Package
package- Business
Stakeholder
business
SystemRelation
BusinessElemen
t Relation

(Verbs, Actions)
BusinessProcess
(BusinessEvent,
BusinessFlows)

(Objects)
GlossaryTerm

System

package- System
system
Requirement
Relation

StateMachine
(State, Transition,
Action)

DataEntity
DataEntityView

Actor

BusinessGoal

SystemGoal
QR
Constraint
FR
UseCase
UserStory

RSL aims to improve the production of SRSs in a more systematic, rigorous and consistent
way [32].

3.1

Business-level views: supports constructs that provide a general

understanding of the system’s business context.

Fig. 8. Business-level view of RSLingo’s RSL (source: [32]).

 The Stakeholders View contains the stakeholders of the project and defines the sources
of a Business or System Goal. It is also related to the Glossary View by having the most
important stakeholders’ names in the glossary and with Actors View (at System level), given
the fact that actors can be stakeholders. Stakeholder elements can have partOf and isA
hierarchic relations between them.
 The BusinessProcesses View contains the information that defines the business
processes and business events, as well as the flows that can exist between them. This view
is paramount for the understanding of a specification’s business context, featuring
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BusinessActiveElements as a superclass for processes, events and flows. It’s singular
dependency is the Stakeholders View, as previously mentioned, since the participants in
each business process should be an existent Stakeholder;
 The Glossary View groups a series of terms used throughout the SRS document, with the
purpose of reducing ambiguity and increasing the readability of the document. Moreover,
the usage of a common glossary for the Stakeholders aims to guarantee that everyone uses
the same concepts with the same meaning while defining the project’s scope. While the
GlossaryTerms defined in this view can refer to any other element in the RSL language, this
view has no dependencies with other views;
 The Business Goals View defines answers the question of the necessity of the software
being developed. It defines business goals and how these high-level business requirements
can be decomposed later on into more concrete requirements. Each BusinessGoal requires
an association with an existing Stakeholder as its source, so this view depends on the
Stakeholders View.
At business level, RSL also features elements such as the Project and Business
definitions, that define the basic information of the project and business, respectively, as
well as SystemRelations, which contains information about how each of the different
systems, in or out of the project’s scope, affect and interact with each other.

3.2

System-level views: supports the specification of both static and dynamic

concerns of the system, namely the RE specific concerns.

Fig. 9. System-level view of RSLingo’s RSL (source: [34])].
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 The Actors View defines the actors of the system, which represent the roles played by the
end-users, other third-party information systems, or simply the participants of use cases
and user stories. Each actor can have isA hierarchic relations with other actor elements.
This view depends on the Stakeholders View;
 The Data Entities (or Structural) View demonstrates how requirements affect the data
and what information the system needs to deal with. Therefore, it is particularly useful for
representing a system’s database structure, for example. This view contains DataEntity
elements, which are individual structural entities that contain attributes, foreign (and
primary) keys and data checks/rules, similarly to a database’s relational model
representation. This view also defines DataEntityView elements, which denote logical
arrangements between DataEntities. Each of these arrangements can be considered a
cluster of data, where at least one DataEntity plays the master role and other – optional,
DataEntities may play detail or reference roles;
 The Requirements View is arguably one of the broader views of the RSL language. In this
view, we define the various SystemRequirements that allow the specification of complex
functional requirements by demonstrating the expected behaviour of the system based on
usage scenarios. The various SystemRequirements encompass the following types of
requirements:
o The Functional Requirements View serves the purpose of defining individual
requirements, while providing the means to classify them accordingly to their types
(functional, behavioural or data) and define their attributes. Requirement traceability
relations are also defined in this viewpoint;
o The Quality Requirements View handles the specification of quality requirements,
with attributes that depict the evaluation metrics and expected values, represented by
expressions;
o The Constraints View focuses on the definition of constraints applied to system-understudy. Each constraint must have a type, with an optional sub-type;
o The SystemGoals View consists of the different system goals and cross-cutting
concerns, allowing a connection to be made between the system’s capabilities and its
business context. It shares a dependency with the Stakeholders View by having each
goal associated with its stakeholder;
o The Use Cases View defines the use cases of the system, with or without the
specification of scenarios and steps, depending on how rigorous the user intends the
use case specifications to be;
o The User Stories View defines the user stories of the system, which denote high-level
definitions of requirements. This view depends on the Actors View, given the fact that
each UserStory requires an Actor.
RSL’s system level also allows the definition of several other system-related elements, such
as:
─ the System definition, where, as the name suggests, the systems comprising the project
are defined;
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─ the StateMachines View allows the description of the multiple state machines that make
up the system’s state. Each state machine has multiple states and each state has onEntry
and onExit actions that depict state transitions;
─ the RequirementRelations elements, which denote how the various SystemGoals we
defined previously are related among them and how the interactions between them are
classified.
The linguistic patterns used are a set of rules that defines both the element(s) and the
vocabulary that shall be used in the SRS’s sentences [32]. Semantically, RSL aims to
implement concrete representations of its linguistic patterns using linguistic styles. As an
example, we can consider the linguistic pattern for the Stakeholder View, where we have:
| Stakeholder:
|
<id:ID> <name:String> <type:StakeholderType> <category:StakeholderCategory>?
|
<isA:Stakeholder>? <partOf:Stakeholder>? <description:String>?
| enum StakeholderType:: Organization |OrganizationalUnit | Team | Person | System
| enum StakeholderCategory:: Business |Business_Customer |Business_Sponsor |[etc.]

As opposed to its linguistic style in RSL, which is:
| Stakeholder:
|
'stakeholder' name=ID ':' type=StakeholderType '['
|
('name' nameAlias=STRING)
|
('category' category= StakeholderCategory)
|
('isA' super=[Stakeholder])? &
|
('partOf' partOf=[Stakeholder])? &
|
('description' description=STRING)?
|
']'

Therefore, an implementation of a description of a Stakeholder is defined using RSL as
follows:
| stakeholder stk_user : Person [
|
name "User"
|
category User_Direct
|
description "(See Glossary)"
| ]
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4

RSLingo’s Excel Template

RSLingo features a Microsoft Excel SRS-like document template that makes for an easier
mapping of its contents and RSLingo’s RSL while minimizing combinatorial effects [10, 23].
RSLingo’s Excel template [45] is organized into several sheets, with relations and
dependencies between them, which allow for having distinct perspectives and views of the
system, as each sheet corresponds to a different view mapped in RSLingo’s RSL [33]. As
such, this template is fully compliant with RSLingo’s RSL.
The usage of this template is aligned with the notion that SRSs should have templates that
minimize combinatorial effects, making a set of clear distinctions and practical
recommendations, such as [23]:






Separating business level from system level chapters – denoted by the “b.” or “s.”
prefixes on each sheet’s name (ex: the sheet “s.systemgoals”), representing a
business or system related section, respectively;
Decoupling Actors from Stakeholders;
Decoupling Functional Requirements from Use Cases;
Defining a Glossary of Terms.

Additionally, the templates should be customizable to the extent that they can be adapted to
the needs of the organization using it and the project it is applied to, so RSLingo-Studio
features the option to choose which Word/Excel files to use as templates when performing the
exporting of an RSL specification. Editing and customizing the template is possible, so long
as the changes are not made on a structural level.
Appendix A contains detailed descriptions of each of the sheets that make up the Excel
Template.
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5

RSLingo’s Word Template

Unlike the Excel template, which serves as both an entry point (for importing) and an end
product (for exporting) on the RSLingo-Studio workflow (detailed in Chapter 6.1), the sole
purpose of the Word template is providing the functionality of representing the information
contained in the Excel template or an RSL specification in a more readable and formal fashion.
Each Chapter in the template features a title and a sub-title (when applicable) for element
the RSLingo-Studio exporting algorithm finds, with paragraphs that contain tags (denoted by
the ‘@’ character), that are replaced by an RSL specification’s contents when exporting to
Word. In other words, each paragraph with tags aims to represent the information that a row
in the Excel template contained.
In the case of the DataEntity View of an RSL specification, the template will automatically
generate three tables for each DataEntity. These tables are used for representing an entity’s
Attributes, Foreign Keys and constraint Checks/Rules, being arbitrary in size.
The Word template allows customization, so long as the aforementioned tags are not
removed, which could potentially produce errors when using RSLingo-Studio’s export to Word
functionality. Therefore, layout, style or structural changes are easily performable.
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6

RSLingo-Studio

This Chapter presents a detailed description of this work, the technical background for its
implementation, as well as constraints and different approaches that were considered
regarding implementation.

6.1 General Overview
Figure 10 summarily depicts what RSLingo-Studio is able to accomplish.

Fig. 10. RSLingo General Overview

The main idea behind the functioning of the RSLingo-Studio tool is to allow users to begin
their interaction from three different starting points, with the purpose of creating RSL
specifications for validation. Users can: 1) create RSL specifications directly on the RSLingo36

Studio editor; 2) generate them automatically by importing the RSL-Excel file (compliant with
the pre-defined template); 3) import UML diagrams created directly in the PlantUML language.
These RSL specifications are files with the “.rsl” format. The process of importing and
exporting RSL specifications between all of these formats is explained in detail in Chapter 6.2.
Once a RSL project is created and the desired (imported or created) RSL specification is
present, the automatic validation takes place. The functioning of this validation step is detailed
in Chapter 6.3. After the user is satisfied with the validation on the RSL specification, it is
possible to export this specification into a Microsoft Word document, producing an easier to
read natural language document. It is also possible to export an RSL specification back to the
Microsoft Excel template.
Finally, RSLingo-Studio’s biggest asset is the ability to generate UML diagrams from these
RSL specifications. These diagrams are represented with the PlantUML language and this
process is detailed in Chapter 6.4.

6.2

Technical Background

This sub-chapter focuses on the three fundamental technologies relevant for this work: the
Xtext framework, the Xtend language and the development of Eclipse Rich Client
Applications.

6.2.1 Xtext
Xtext is a framework for developing programming and domain specific languages that
automatically generates a parser and a class model for the abstract syntax tree (AST), while
providing an Eclipse-based IDE [27]. Xtext simplifies the process of specifying a DSL by
featuring a specific language for defining grammars. A grammar defines how an Ecore model
is derived from a textual notation. This definition allows Xtext’s code generator to automatically
produce an ANTLR (Another Tool for Language Recognition14) parser. A language specified
with Xtext features a customizable validator for implementing additional constraint checks on
a DSL, requiring only the definition of possible errors or warnings. As such, critical constraints
like cyclical hierarchies or unresolved references can be easily implemented. Validation runs
automatically while the user of the DSL is typing in the editor. As mentioned in Chapter 3,
RSLingo’s RSL has been implemented using Xtext’s grammar language.

6.2.2 Xtend
Xtend is an expressive language with a high level of abstraction that, when compiled,
generates Java code [27]. It provides features such as type inference, extension methods,
dispatch methods and lambda expressions. Xtend is also completely interoperable with Java,
allowing one to reuse any number of Java libraries. Semantically, Xtend is highly similar to
Java, which gives it a gentle learning curve as opposed to what one would expect having to
learn new programming languages. The Eclipse editor for Xtend offers features like syntax
highlighting, code completion, refactoring, navigation and debugging.

14

https://github.com/antlr/antlr4
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In the context of this work, Xtend was used for implementing the classes which define the
validation rules for RSLingo’s RSL and the classes that perform model-to-text transformations.
Additionally, all the stub classes generated by Xtext for an RSLingo specification are Xtend
classes.

6.2.3 Eclipse RCP Development
RSLingo-Studio is built upon the Eclipse IDE, but is usable as a standalone rich client
application. This is achieved by having making use of Eclipse’s Rich Client Platform15, a
toolkit for Eclipse that contains the minimal set of plug-ins necessary for developing rich client
applications. An example of the application’s interface can be found on Figure 11.

Fig. 11. RSLingo-Studio Interface

The legend for Figure 11 is as follows:
1. Project Explorer View – provides a hierarchical view of the artefacts in the Workbench.
2. RSLingo Menu – contains all of RSLingo’s commands:
(a) Generate Diagrams is the submenu that contains the UML generation commands;
(b) Import… branches out into the commands that allow importing from Excel or UML
diagrams;
(c) Export... contains the commands for exporting to Excel or Word formats;
(d) Validate Project is a command that simplifies the validation process by prompting the
user to select an RSL specification to be validated. If no errors/warnings are found in that

15

http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/eclipse-rcp-and-rap-developers/neon3
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specification, an “OK” message is shown. Otherwise, the Problems View is opened and
highlighted and the user is shown an info-box that identifies all the errors/warnings in the
chosen specification, with their respective line numbers for easier tracking;
(e) Configure RSLingo Templates serves the purpose of allowing the user to configure the
used Excel and Word templates to their liking, providing the option to link to the chosen
“.xlsx” or “.docx” files to serve as templates.
3. RSL Editor – textual editor for RSL specifications.
4. PlantUML View – displays the UML Diagram corresponding to the selected snipped in the
editor.
5. Problems View – displays existing errors or warnings in the current RSL project. Opened
automatically when the Validate Project command is executed.
6. Outline View – provides a hierarchical view of the current RSL specification’s model.
Importing and exporting between different document formats works by using Apache POI, a
Java API that provides libraries for reading and writing files in Microsoft Office formats, namely
Excel and Word, in the context of this work. RSLingo-Studio features handlers that execute
the corresponding actions to the chosen commands in the RSLingo Menu, such as the
ImportExcelHandler.java class, which serves as the default handler for the “Import from MS
Excel” command.
The process of importing from the MS Excel SRS template is done by running through
each row of each sheet of an “.xls” or “.xlsx” file. For each row, we extract the content of each
cell while checking if it’s empty and/or correctly filled. Each of these elements is saved as
instances of Sheet, Row or Cell classes, provided by the API. As we progress through the
sheet, its contents are stored in a Java StringBuilder instance, which is then translated into a
String type and set as the content of our newly generated “.rsl” file. Figure 12 contains an
example of a code snippet (RSL) generated when importing an Excel file, specifically the
Constraints sheet.

Fig. 12. Example of Importing Excel file.

In order to inspect a spreadsheet’s contents, RSLingo-Studio possesses several different
algorithms for the various sheets, ranging from complex recursive functions (such as the
StateMachine or DataEntities sheets, which contain sub-rows) to more straightforward
iterative ones (such as the FunctionalRequirements or Glossary sheets, in which each row
corresponds to a different FR or GlossaryTerm).
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Exporting an RSL specification to an MS Excel file works by taking advantage of the
AST that the Xtext framework automatically produces for each RSL specification, providing
methods that allow the handling of elements in that specification as if they were Java classes.
As such, exporting to Excel works by defining a series of template rows on the Excel template
with pre-defined values. For each sheet and for each element found in the RSL specification,
our handler makes a copy of the template row we defined for that given sheet and shifts it one
index down. The pre-defined values that were present there are then overwritten with the
information we collect from the RSL specification’s AST. When a sheet is fully populated, a
function is called to delete any remaining template rows.
Exporting to MS Word works in the same way, where a different handler progresses
through the AST for preparing the information present in the RSL specification. All this
information is then placed on the resulting Word document by replacing a series of tags
(denoted by the ‘@’ character, as stated in Chapter 5), with the contents of the AST, respecting
the linguistic patterns [32, 34]. For each chapter, the tags in each paragraph are copied before
being overwritten, in order to allow an arbitrary number of elements to be represented.
On the other hand, the process of creating diagrams uses the Xtend language and is
detailed in Chapter 6.4, where we also describe the process of importing previously created
PlantUML diagrams.

6.3 Validation
As briefly mentioned in Chapter 4, the usage of RSLingo’s RSL Excel template is, in itself, an
automatic form of validation provided by the RSLingo approach. Filling out a template restricts
the user to only use the correct types of values, without losing any significant amount of
expressiveness. As such, RSLingo-Studio is able to feature a two-step validation process, with
the first consisting of this “pre-validation”.
When the user opens RSLingo-Studios’ editor, every RSL specification present in each
open project in the workspace is subject to our previously defined Xtext’s Validation checks.
This process works automatically as the user rewrites the specification in the editor. This
implementation follows the best practice of performing as little validation as possible in the
grammar and as much as possible with Xtext’s validation [27], allowing the grammar to
maintain its expressiveness without becoming too complex.
Validation takes place in the background while the user is writing in the editor. It consists
of highlighting errors on the specification, providing the user with error or warning messages
and suggesting quick-fixes to remove these messages. It should be noted that the quick-fixes
that are suggested do not actively correct what was initially wrong with the SRS document,
but rather perform semantic and - to a certain extent, syntactic fixes to remove the error
message. In other words, while automatic, RSLingo’s validation needs a slight level of human
input for fixing errors. Validating UML Diagrams works the same way, given that, when
imported, these diagrams are translated back to RSLingo’s RSL. xTable 3 in Appendix B
presents a list of all the checks RSLingo-Studio automatically performs on an RSL
specification while being edited by a user.
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This is implemented by defining a set of rules on the Validation module provided by the Xtext
Framework. During runtime, the Validator progresses through each element in the RSL
specification and performs “if” checks on that specification’s AST, producing error (or warning)
messages if any are found. The QuickfixProvider contains, for each validation check, a
suggestion that may or may not have an active fix, depending on the case. Specifically, some
quickfixes suggest changing the name of a certain elements (requires user input), while others
might be more automatic by clicking on the suggested action, such as removing a duplicate
element. Figure 13 shows an example of RSLingo-Studio’s validation in action.

Fig. 13. RSLingo-Studio’s validation.

It should be noted that this takes into account the fact that the purpose of validating an RSL
specification is identifying errors and not necessarily automatically correcting them. Therefore,
the actions suggested in the quickfixes might need some minor manual input to be executed,
even if it is only a simple mouse click.
Finally, PlantUML itself, despite not boasting of any sort of semantic validation, features
syntactic validation. This prevents the user from creating PlantUML diagrams that do not
respect the UML language syntax, when the chosen entry point of the RSLingo usage process
is a PlantUML diagram.

6.4 Transformations
Once the imported document is represented in a specification in RSLingo’s RSL, a user can
perform automatic transformations into graphical representations of information contained on
the document. These diagrams can then be imported back to RSLingo-Studio for further
editing.
Initially, several approaches were considered, with the selection coming down to the
following three technologies:
Papyrus16 – is a Model-Based Engineering graphical editing tool for use with Eclipse. It
provides editors for SysML and all the intended UML diagrams for RSLingo, but lacks support
for BPMN modelling. However, Papyrus is highly customizable, allowing BPMN models to be
created as if they were UML models if an adequate UML profile is used.
Sirius17 – is a tool for creating custom graphical modelling workbenches by leveraging the
Eclipse Modelling technologies, with special focus for EMF. Sirius features a set of Eclipse
editors that allow the users to create, edit and visualize EMF models. Papyrus and Sirius are

16

https://eclipse.org/papyrus/

17

http://www.eclipse.org/sirius/
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easily interoperable. Being two tools supported by Eclipse, in theory, a diagram in Papyrus
can be converted for use with Sirius simply by converting the diagram to Ecore and exporting
it.
Sparx EA18 – is one of the most well-known modelling tools on the market. Featuring
powerful tools that support any modelling language and code generation, implementing
RSLingo-Studio for integration with this tool would be an added value for commercial use.
Sparx EA uses the XMI format to import and export created projects. XMI is a specific
application of XML for exchanging metadata information in accordance with the OMG
standard. Using Sparx EA with RSLingo-Studio would imply the creation of Import/Export
Handlers that map a specification in RSLingo’s RSL to XMI, and vice-versa, considering the
template and namespaces used by EA’s XMI format.
However, in the end, we opted to use the previously mentioned (Chapter 2.2.2) PlantUML
tool as the means of specifying our UML diagrams. PlantUML is able to generate all types of
UML diagrams and is constantly being updated and improved with an active community
supporting it. This choice was made by also taking into account the necessary work to
implement this feature, when considering the alternatives (Papyrus, Sirius, or Sparx EA) that
required the mapping of the RSL language to different XMI formats and, in the case of
Papyrus, create complex UML Profiles. Figure 14 depicts all the transformations that RSLingoStudio supports, (considering the importing/exporting between the MS Office formats as
transformations) where the RSL language serves as an intermediate format for all
transformations.

18

http://www.sparxsystems.com.au/
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Fig. 14. RSLingo-Studio model transformations. (Adapted from [32])

The legend for Figure 14 is as follows:






T1: Excel-To-RSL – implemented in RSLingo-Studio as the “Import from Excel”
option; this transformation requires that the source Excel file should be compliant
with the RSL-Excel-Template.
T2: RSL-To-Excel – implemented in RSLingo-Studio as the “Export to Excel” option;
this transformation shall use the RSL-Excel-Template to generate the target Excel
file.
T3: RSL-To-Word – implemented in RSLingo-Studio as the “Export to Word” option;
this transformation shall use the RSL-Word-Template to generate the target Word
file.
T4: RSL-To-PlantUML – implemented in RSLingo-Studio as the “Generate UML
Diagrams” option; this transformation generates several UML diagrams based on the
PlantUML.
T5: PlantUML-To-RSL – implemented in RSLingo-Studio as the “Import Diagram”
option; this transformation requires that the source PlantUML file (.txt) should be
compliant with the specifications described in this chapter, containing the comment
line that identifies the diagram being imported.

With special attention given to T5, appendix C contains a furtherly detailed list of all the UML
transformations that RSLingo-Studio supports. Considering these RSL-to-UML
transformations, you can find an image for each supported transformation on appendixes D
and E.
The process of producing these diagrams takes advantage of the Xtend language for
traversing the specification’s model, capturing the relevant information for the selected
diagram type and establishing the relations between the various elements, when applicable.
This process results in a text file (“.txt”) that contains the respective UML Diagram specified
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using the PlantUML language 19 . The nomenclature for the generated “.txt” file follows a
specific pattern for consistency purposes: “<systemID>_<diagramType>_diagram.txt” (ex:
S_Billing_Class_Diagram.txt).
The generated text files follow a well-defined structure in which each diagram begins with
a @startuml tag and ends with a @enduml tag. The second line contains a comment – for
example, ‘statemachinediagram, that identifies the type of diagram represented in that
particular .txt file. The following lines will contain the specification of the diagram itself, namely,
the declaration of the elements (actors, stakeholders, etc.) and relations between them, when
relevant.
If, for example, a system contains two state machines in its specification we will have
something with the following structure:
@startuml
‘statemachinediagram
‘stateMachine1
State1 :
(…)
State2 :
(…)
@enduml
@startuml
‘statemachinediagram
‘stateMachine2
State1 :
(…)
State2 :
(…)
@enduml

RSLingo-Studio progresses through an RSL specification’s AST recursively using Xtend,
writing the output into a Java StringBuilder20 instance that is, in the end of this process, set as
the content for generated “.txt” file. In order to prevent overwriting the same file throughout
this recursive loop, a new file is generated for each package-abstract (i.e., a different file for
each System and/or Business). When the PlantUML View is open in the RSLingo-Studio
editor, the displayed diagram corresponds to the one where the mouse cursor is on, anywhere
between the two start/end tags.

19

http://plantuml.com/PlantUML_Language_Reference_Guide.pdf

20

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/StringBuilder.html
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The resulting diagrams can be edited in RSLingo-Studio by changing the corresponding
specification in the editor, as if it were PlantUML’s online editor21. Selecting a diagram allows
users to store them in standalone image formats, such as PNG, for example.
Appendix D contains an example for each of the Business Level Transformations that
RSLingo-Studio supports, while appendix E contains the System Level Transformations. The
case study used for both these examples is the BillingSystem described in Chapter 7.
Importing UML Diagrams is an additional functional that RSLingo-Studio supports, albeit
in a partial way, given the fact that not all diagrams can be imported successfully, as of the
writing of this document. This process begins by choosing a “.txt” that corresponds to a
PlantUML diagram specification. Since any text file can be imported, a validation is made to
check if the chosen file is a PlantUML diagram or not, by searching for that diagram’s
commentary line that specifies its type (mentioned previously in this chapter).
The algorithm for importing PlantUML diagrams has a different behavior for each diagram
type, but the rationale is the same, regardless. The idea is to process the text contained in the
“.txt” files, line by line, searching for certain keywords that represent specific bits of information,
while adding this information to a StringBuilder which will be set as the content of the resulting
“.rsl” file.
For example, considering a simple FR diagram, as shown on Figure 15:

Fig. 15. FR diagram specified in the PlantUML language.

In this case, the “’frDiagram” diagram type comment serves as an indicator as to what the
algorithm should be looking for (FRs). Progressing through the next lines, when the “object”
keyword is found, the algorithm “knows” it found an RSL FunctionalRequirement element, so
the respective keywords are added to the StringBuilder. Afterwards, the following word will be
the FR’s ID, followed by its type. The following lines will contain the remaining attributes of this
FR instance, until the bracket closing character (‘}’) is found. The “left to right direction” is

21

http://www.plantuml.com/plantuml/uml/SyfFKj2rKt3CoKnELR1Io4ZDoSa70000
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merely a command for PlantUML to display the diagram with a vertical layout. When
applicable, if the “->” and other similar relational keywords are found, they will be processed
as relations between the various elements.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that RSLingo-Studio is unable to produce fully developed
BPMN diagrams, due to the fact that PlantUML, at the time of writing this document, has no
support for BPM notation. However, as was previously mentioned in Chapter 3, RSL features
constructs for representing business processes, flows and events. To make some use of this
information, our solution produces a type of “pseudo-BPMN” diagram that is no more than an
UML Activity Diagram with pools and swimlanes for describing the flows of business
processes. We develop more on this issue in Chapter 8.3 – Future Work. An image depicting
this type of diagram can be found on appendix D.
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7

Evaluation

In this chapter, we describe how we evaluated our work and the chosen criteria to do so, as
well as the results we obtained. It also presents the BillingSystem, a fictional system used as
a working example throughout the RSLingo-Studio execution cycle, which will be
demonstrated in this chapter. Evaluation of the solution was performed by applying the
RSLingo approach on this sample case study, by following the usual RSLingo-Studio workflow
of performing transformations between the available formats (MS Word, MS Excel, and UML)
and validating these results by assessing their correctness, completeness and coherence. For
this chapter, a repository22 was created for all files used, so that all the steps into achieving
these results can be reproduced.

7.1 The Billing System case study
The Billing System 23 case study simulates a business information system for managing
customers, products and invoices of an organization. It contains a main system, S_Billing, and
four subsystems, namely: Billing_Admin, Billing_Customers, Billing_Products, and
Billing_Invoices. It also depends on two external systems: ERP_Accounting and
Portal_FinanceInstitute.
We added the following errors/inconsistencies to the BillingSystem, to reflect on how to
commonly this occurs on real-word situations and, more importantly, to test if our automatic
validation could detect them after importing the Excel file:












Inexistent glossary term referenced in the hypernym of another glossary term
(trm_client);
Duplicate terms in the glossary (trm_enterprise);
Cycle in the hierarchy of two stakeholders (stk_admin and stk_director);
Stakeholder with an isA relation with itself (stk_confused);
DataEntity with primary and foreign keys that do not exist (E_SimpleUser);
SystemRelations and RequirementRelations where the Source is the same as the
Target (S_Billing_S_Billing and FR_2_FR_2, respectively);
UseCase extending another UseCase on an extension point that does not exist
(UC_5);
BusinessProcess of type Manual that has a participantTarget (p5_ValidateMe);
StateMachine with no initial or final states (SM_What);
Inconsistent project schedules – the Planned End date takes place before the Planned
Start date.
QR with a sub-type inconsistent with its main type (QR_3).

22

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4gAm46DmBo_VVJlTVZFSWROd28 (only available until 1st of December, 2017)

23

https://github.com/RSLingo/RSL-Excel-Template/blob/master/RSLingo-RSL-BillingSystem-v3.3.xlsx
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These errors serve as examples for all the validation checks that RSLingo-Studio performs,
as show on Table 3, Chapter 6.3. At the end of this workflow with RSLingo-Studio, none of
these problems should still be present in our resulting, validated BillingSystem.

7.2 Importing the Billing System Excel file
The initial step on the RSLingo-Studio workflow used for this evaluation consists of importing
the BillingSystem Excel file into our workspace, after creating a project (named
BillingSystem, for example). We defined, as metrics for the evaluation of this functionality,
the completeness of the RSL specification that is generated, that is, we expected the
generated file to contain all the information present in the BillingSystem Excel file, while also
being properly structured and compliant with the RSL grammar rules.
Upon selecting the Import from Excel option from the RSLingo menu and choosing the
BillingSystem Excel file, an RSL specification with the same name as the Excel file is
created and added to our project’s workspace. Inspecting its contents, we can see that it
successfully maps all the contents that were present in the Excel file to the RSL language
syntax, revealing a satisfactory level of completeness.
The resulting RSL specification from this step is available in the repository as the RSLBillingSystem-Errors.rsl file.

7.3 Validating our resulting RSL specification
Our main metrics for evaluating RSLingo-Studio’s validation is the number of these
warnings/errors detected and the number of errors we could correct with the assistance
of our QuickfixProvider.
Opening the generated “.rsl” file on the RSLingo-Studio editor, we can see that a number
of errors were detected. By using the Validate Project option in the RSLingo menu, we are
given the message that 14 problems were detected. Figure 16 depicts the displayed
window and the respective Problems View that is opened.

Fig. 16. Validate Project for the BillingSystem next to the Problems View.

We defined 15 problems (cyclical hierarchies count as two problems, since they are detected
on both affected elements), as described in Chapter 7.1, 14 of which were detected.
However, one of the errors is omitted (state machine with no final state), due to being
overlapped by the “state machine with no initial state” error, so, by clearing that warning, the
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missing error is shown. As such, we can state that our solution detected 15 of the 15
errors present in the BillingSystem specification.
The following step is performing the corrections that our QuickfixProvider suggests. Going
over each error and performing the suggested quick fix, we could remove every problem that
was detected. While some of these solutions are immediately automatic, the
QuickfixProvider is able to, at least, suggest to the user what should be done to fix each
problem. Consequently, we were able to fix 15 out of the 15 problems detected by the
Validator with the assistance of the QuickfixProvider, which can be considered a most
favourable result. The file resulting from this step is named RSL_BillingSystem-Validated.rsl
on the repository.

7.4 Exporting our RSL specification to the Excel format
After performing the validation of the imported BillingSystem, we exported it back to the
Excel format. In this step, we expected to obtain an Excel file that is exactly identical to
the one initially imported, but without the presence of the errors described in subchapter 7.1.
Observing the obtained Excel file, we can see that it contains all the information of the
validated RSL specification of the BillingSystem while maintaining the structure of the initially
imported Excel file, despite the fact that some sheets contain unmerged cells, which is
merely aesthetic. The resulting Excel file is in the repository as the file RSL-BillingSystemValidated.xlsx.

7.5 Exporting our RSL specification to the Word format
In order to produce a more readable and formal document to represent our requirements
specification for the BillingSystem case study, we exported our RSL specification to the
Word format. The metrics for evaluating this functionality are related to the completeness of
the document produced, which should contain the exact same contents present in the initial
Excel file, respecting the classification of the RSL constructs as a bi-dimensional framework.
Inspecting the Word document, we can notice that all the information present in the
corresponding Excel file is present, depicting the expected level of completeness.
However, the formatting is not ideal, featuring a significant amount of pages with excessive
bullet points or badly indented paragraphs. The resulting Word document file is in the
repository as the file RSL-BillingSystem-Validated.docx.

7.6 Producing UML diagrams from our RSL specification
In order to test our UML Diagram producing functionality, we opted to generate the following
three diagrams – StateMachine, DataEntity (Class) and UseCase, seeing as these are the
most commonly produced UML diagrams, are quite different between themselves, and are
the more complex ones, which allow us to showcase our solution’s expressiveness when it
comes to UML transformations. Evaluation of the generated diagrams is performed by
manually inspecting their correctness, which can only be achieved by comparing the
diagram to the information contained in the RSL specification that it is supposed to
represent.
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The BillingSystem contains two state machines: SM_E1 and SM_What. Since they are
similar (SM_What was added to demonstrate an error in chapter 7.1), we will create the
State Machine diagram for SM_E1. Figure 17 contains the generated picture.

Fig. 17. State Machine diagram for state machine SM_E1 of the BillingSystem.

Seemingly, the generated diagram is correct in the information it portrays, despite some
noticeable overlapping in the labels of the transitions between the states RejectedState and
PendingState. The title of the diagram refers to the DataEntity to which the state machine is
related.
Afterwards, performing the DataEntity Class diagram transformation for the BillingSystem,
we obtain the diagram depicted in Figure 18.
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Fig. 18. DataEntity Class diagram for the DataEntities of the BillingSystem.

The UML Class Diagram for representing the DataEntities of the BillingSystem appears to be
correct, with subsections on each DataEntity for distinguishing attributes, foreign keys and
rules/checks. Additionally, relations between DataEntities (by means of ForeignKey
references), are represented by the arrows and respective labels.
Finally, generating the Use Case diagram for the BillingSystem, we obtain the diagram
shown on Figure 19.
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Fig. 19. Use Case diagram for the use cases specified in the BillingSystem

The generated diagram is correct, in the sense that it is consistent with the information
contained in the RSL specification of the BillingSystem. However, since the BillingSystem
features a very large quantity of UseCases (which would generate an overly large image),
we opted to remove some of these, in order to produce a simpler diagram. This limitation is
further discussed in chapter 8.2.
Having generated the more complex diagrams that RSLingo-Studio supports and
assessing their correctness, we can state that our solution is able to produce accurate and
correct UML representations of the information contained in an RSL specification, despite
having a small number of visual/aesthetic issues. The repository contains a “.PNG” image
file and the PlantUML specification for each diagram used for this sub-chapter. The
remaining UML Diagrams not showed in this sub-chapter can be found in appendixes D and
E.

7.7 Importing UML diagrams for our RSL specification
Should a user choose to edit an existing PlantUML diagram and add it into the RSLingoStudio workflow, it is only necessary to add the “diagram type” comment as the second line
in a PlantUML specification and save it as a “.txt” file. Evaluating this functionality, we
expected RSLingo-Studio to generate an RSL specification that contains the information
depicted in the edited PlantUML diagram, correctly and completely.
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To demonstrate this functionality, we will apply a significant amount of changes to the
DataEntity class diagram obtained in chapter 7.6 (available on the repository as the file
RSLingo-BillingSystem_New_Class_Diagram.txt), and import it into a new RSL specification.
These changes include:




Deleting all the DataEntities, except E_User, E_UserProfile and E_SimpleUser;
Renaming some attributes for each DataEntity;
Add a ForeignKey for E_SimpleUser that references an E_User’s ID.

Importing this PlantUML diagram, we obtain the following RSL specification:
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

package-system Imported.entities
dataEntity E_User : Principal [
name "renameMe"
attribute ID: Integer [ name "ID" ]
attribute login: Regex [ name "login" ]
attribute password: Regex [ name "password" ]
attribute Name: Text [ name "name" ]
attribute UserProfileID: Integer [ name "UserProfileID" ]
primaryKey (ID)
foreignKey E_UserProfile(UserProfileID)
foreignKey E_SimpleUser(ID)
]
dataEntity E_UserProfile : Principal [
name "renameMe"
attribute ID: Integer [ name "ID" ]
attribute Name: Regex [ name "NewName" ]
attribute Description: Regex [ name "Description" ]
attribute active: Boolean [ name "IsActive" ]
primaryKey (ID)
]
dataEntity E_SimpleUser : Principal [
name "renameMe"
attribute ID: Integer [ name "ID" ]
attribute Name: Regex [ name "NewName" ]
attribute Description: Regex [ name "Description" ]
]

As we can see, it accurately specifies the information that the imported diagram represented.
In order to respect the RSL grammar rules, the resulting imported files could not simply be a
specification of the information contained in the UML Diagram without an associated package.
Therefore, the user is prompted to name the package being imported, for the purpose of
allowing other RSL specifications to import it by specifying its package name. The resulting
RSL
specification
is
available
in
the
repository
as
the
RSLingoBillingSystem_New_Class_Diagram_from_UML.rsl file.
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7.8 Discussion
The true purpose of this work is to automatically perform tasks (validation and transformations
of requirements) that were otherwise performed manually, so a reasonable approach would
be to compare the usage of this tool on a case study with a manual validation and
transformation into graphical representations. The evaluation described in this chapter was
performed with success, with the results having respected the metrics we defined. As such,
we can state that our solution successfully fulfils the two main goals we initially set out to
accomplish – the automatic validation of requirements specifications and transformations
into other representations (UML diagrams), while also being future-proof by being easily
modifiable.
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8

Conclusions

This chapter concludes this work with a summary overview of our solution proposal, followed
by a discussion on its limitations and weaknesses, ending with a discussion on how this
work lays a foundation for future work and improvements on the tool.

8.1 Approach Overview
In the early stages of a project’s life-cycle, the specification of requirements has a crucial
impact on how successful a project will be. To communicate information between all the
stakeholders, an SRS document is produced in natural language text. Despite being the best
option, there are still problems inherent to the use of natural language, namely ambiguity,
incompleteness, inconsistency and incorrectness that need to be checked through extensive
human endeavour. This work proposes the RSLingo approach, which aims to solve these
issues by offering an automation of this validation and generation of design models from
requirements representations.
After analysing the current state-of-the-art, what the RSLingo-Studio toolset offers appears
to be unmatched. Allowing the automatic validation of a natural-language-based textual
specification of requirements while providing the means to generate multiple types of UML
Diagrams could drastically reduce the necessary human effort for a project’s development.
The technologies employed to develop this work revolve around the Xtext framework and the
Xtend language. Ideally, everything will be kept within the Eclipse IDE, resulting in a reduced
dependency on different tools. The level of accomplishment of this work was evaluated by
applying the RSLingo-Studio tool to a case study with issues that are quite common in a realworld context, with the results being quite favourable. As such, we find that this solution has
the potential to be a true asset to any team developing a software project and to be a notable
contribution to a project’s success.

8.2 Limitations and Weaknesses
Despite the fact that RSLingo-Studio produces favourable results, the solution is not without
its faults. For starters, PlantUML does not allow manually editing diagrams in a drag & drop
fashion, which would be an ideally intuitive usability experience by removing the need to
understand PlantUML’s language.
RSLingo-Studio is also designed for more simplistic cases, when considering diagram
transformations. When dealing with complex systems with considerable amounts of
information, PlantUML generates diagrams with sub-optimal arrangement. We could not find
an adequate heuristic that could split the diagrams into multiple, smaller diagrams, for each
diagram type.
Lastly, the current UI is based on the Eclipse IDE, to which its look-and-feel is quite similar;
however, it is not very user-friendly, particularly for non-technical users who are not familiar
with the Eclipse IDE.
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8.3 Future Work
Considering the limitations and weaknesses mentioned in the previous sub-chapter, it’s
reasonable to consider further bolstering RSLingo-Studio’s functionalities by adding
interoperability with tools other than PlantUML, allowing for the creation of BPMN diagrams or
UML diagrams with a significantly more complex level of detail than what RSLingo-Studio now
produces. Another reasonable alternative for tackling this problem would be the creation of
heuristics that deal with large diagrams and split them into different images.
Additionally, PlantUML is being actively developed, supporting specifications of several
types of non-UML diagrams, such as Archimate diagrams or Gantt charts. Adding the support
for these diagrams would be simple, given RSLingo-Studio’s high level of modifiability.
Furthermore, we experimented with the addition of support for different DSLs for RSLingoStudio successfully. Parallel to supporting RSL specifications, the RSLingo-Studio editor
supports specifications for the TSL (Test Specification Language) language, featuring all the
typical IDE functionalities for files of this type (“.tsl”), such as syntax highlighting, autocompletion, or code formatting, for example. Interoperability between different DSLs becomes
a possibility, provided that adequate handlers for conversion between their metamodels are
created (easily doable with the Xtend code generation feature used with RSLingo-Studio’s
transformations).
Conclusively, another goal to consider would be the possibility of using the information
contained in an RSL specification and automatically generate code. Making use of Xtext code
generation and the Xtend language for handling a specification’s model, it should be possible
to automatically generate Java (or other Object Oriented language) classes that represent the
DataEntities of a system, or functions that perform the actions described in a StateMachine,
for example. This would allow RSLingo-Studio to effortlessly create simple prototypes for
applications, which could be used as building blocks for larger software projects.
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Appendix A – RSLingo Excel Template
Below you can find a series of tables which describe the various sheets comprising the Excel
Template used by RSLingo-Studio. Due to space constraints, the Excel spreadsheet itself is
not present in this document, but is available at the following URL:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320256323_RSLingo_RSL_Excel_Template_v40.

Business-Level Sheets
 Project Definition Sheet (project)
This sheet includes all the information that describes the project itself.
Table 3. Project sheet properties

Property Name
ID
Name
Type

Application
Domain
Planned
Schedule
Actual
Schedule
Organizations

Summary
Extended
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the project.

String

The name of the project.

String

The type of the project.

Development, Design, Deployment,
Maintenance, Training, Research,
Other.
The domain in which the PublicSector,
Education,
Health,
project is applied.
Telecoms,
FinanceAndBanks,
EnergyAndUtilities, Other.
The planned schedule for Dates in the Gregorian Calendar in the
starting and ending the format “dd-mm-yyyy”.
project.
The actual schedule in which Dates in the Gregorian Calendar in the
the project was started and format “dd-mm-yyyy”.
completed.
The
organizations
that String
affect/are affected by this
project.
Short description of the String
project.
More detailed description of String
the project.
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 Business Definition Sheet (b.definition)
This sheet contains information regarding the definition of the business context in which the
project is inserted.
Table 4. Business Definition sheet properties

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the
business.
The name of the
business.
The type of the
business.
The description of
the business.

String
String
PublicSector, Education, Health, Telecoms,
FinanceAndBanks, EnergyAndUtilities, Other.
String

 Business Glossary Sheet (b.glossary)
This sheet includes the glossary terms defined in the SRS.
Table 5. Glossary sheet properties, for each term

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type
ApplicableTo
Acronym
Synonym
Hypernym
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the glossary term.

String

The name of the term.

String

The type of the term.

Adjective, Adverb, Noun, Verb

The type of data to which the term
is applicable to.
The acronym that represents the
term.
The synonym(s) that represent the
term.
The hypernym (isA relation) of the
term.
The description of the term.

Stakeholder, System, DataEntity,
Actor, Other.
String
String
<term.id>
String
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 Business Stakeholders Sheet (b.stakeholders)
This sheet contains all the information of the stakeholders defined in the SRS.
Table 6. Stakeholders sheet properties, for each stakeholder

Property
Name
ID

Name

Type

Category

Description

Type/Values

The unique
ID of the
glossary
stakeholder.
The name of
the
stakeholder.
The type of
the
stakeholder.
The
category of
the
stakeholder.

String

String

Organization, OrganizationalUnit, Team, Person, System,
Other.
Business,
Business_Owner,
Business_Customer,
Business_Sponsor,
Business_Partner,
Business_Government,
Business_RegulatorAgent,
Business_Other,
User,
User_Direct,
User_Indirect,
User_Other,
Manager,
Manager_ProjectManager,
Manager_TeamManager,
Manager_FunctionalManager,
Manager_Other,
Technical,
Technical_BusinessAnalyst,
Technical_RequirementsEngineer,
Technical_Trainer,
Technical_SoftwareArchitect, Technical_SoftwareDesigner,
Technical_SoftwareTester,
Technical_Other,
System,
System_External, System_Other, Other.
<stakeholder.id>

The
hypernym
(isA relation)
of
the
stakeholder.
The
<stakeholder.id>
PartOf
stakeholders
that
this
stakeholder
is part of.
The
String
Description description
of
the
stakeholder.
Hypernym
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 Business Goals Sheet (b.goals)
This sheet includes the business goals defined in the SRS.
Table 7. Business Goals sheet properties, for each business goal

Property Name
ID
Name
Type
Source
(stakeholder)
part of
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the business goal.

String

The name of the business goal.

String

The type of the business goal.

Abstract, Concrete

The stakeholder that created the business <stakeholder.id>
goal.
The business goal that this business goal is <businessGoal.id>
part of.
The description of the business goal.
String

 Business Processes Sheet (b.processes)
This sheet includes the business processes defined in the SRS.
Table 8. Business Processes sheet properties, for each business process

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type

Participant
Participant
(external)
PartOf
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the business String
process.
The name of the business String
process.
The type of the business Manual, User, Service, Send,
process.
Receive,
Script,
BusinessRule,
Undefined.
The stakeholder initiating the <stakeholder.id>
business process.
The
external
stakeholder <stakeholder.id>
affecting or being affected by
the business process.
The business process that this <businessProcess.id>
business process is part of.
The description of the business String
process.
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 Business Events Sheet (b.events)
This sheet includes the business events defined in the SRS.
Table 9. Business Events sheet properties, for each business event

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type
isInitial
isFinal
Participant
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the
business event.
The name of the business
event.
The type of the business
event.
Flag to describe if the
event is initial or not.
Flag to describe if the
event is final or not.
The stakeholder triggering
the business event.
The description of the
business event.

String
String
Send, Receive, Timer, Terminate, Cancel,
Error, Signal, Conditional, Undefined
Boolean (Yes, No)
Boolean (Yes, No)
<stakeholder.id>
String

 Business Flows Sheet (b.flows)
This sheet includes the business flows defined in the SRS.
Table 3. Business Flows sheet properties, for each business flow

Property
Name
ID
Type

Condition
Active
Elements
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the business flow.

String

The type of the business event.

Sequence,
SequenceConditional,
Parallel
String

The condition for SequenceConditional
types of flows.
IDs of the business active elements that
are present in the current flow.
The description of the business flow.

<businessEvent.id>,
<businessProcess.id>
String
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 Business Element Relations Sheet (b.relations)
This sheet includes the relations between the various business elements defined in the SRS.
Table 4. Business Element Relations sheet properties, for each business element relation

Property
Name
Source
Target
DependsOn
Type
Description

Description

Type/Values

The name and unique ID of the source
element of the relation.
The name and unique ID of the target
element of the relation.
The type of the dependency between
the business elements for this relation.

String, <ID>

The description of the business element
relation.

String, <ID>
Requires, Supports,
Obstructs, Conflicts,
Identical
String

 System Relations Sheet (b.systems.relations)
This sheet includes the relations between the different systems defined in the SRS.
Table 5. System Relations sheet properties, for each systems relation

Property Name

Description

The unique ID of the source
system of the relation.
The unique ID of the target
Target
element of the relation.
The type of the interaction
Interaction Type between the systems.
The category of the interaction
Interaction
between the systems.
Category
The description of the business
Description
element relation.
Source

Type/Values
<system.id>
<system.id>
In, Out, In_Out
Import, Export, ImportExport,
Sync, Interact, Other
String
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System-Level Sheets
 Systems Sheet (systems)
This sheet contains the information regarding all the systems relevant to the project
Table 6. Systems sheet properties, for each system

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type
Scope
Part Of
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the system.

String

The name of the system.

String

The type of the system.

System, SubSystem, ReusableSystem,
Application, Other
In, Out

The scope of the system.
The system that the current
system is part of.
The description of the
system.

<system.id>
String

 Actors Sheet (s.actors)
This sheet contains information regarding the definition of the business’ context itself.
Table 7. Actors sheet properties, for each actor

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type
Hypernym
Stakeholder
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the actor.

String

The name of the actor.

String

The type of the actor.

User, ExternalSystem,
Timer
The hypernym (isA relation) of the actor. <actor.id>
The stakeholder associated to the
actor.
The description of the actor.

<stakeholder.id>
String
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 DataEntities Sheet (s.entities)
This sheet includes all the data-entities defined in the SRS.
Table 8. DataEntities sheet properties, for each data-entity

Property
Name
ID
Name
Description
Type
SubType
Primary Key
Attribute

ForeignKeys

Checks

24

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the data
entity.
The name of the data entity.

String

The description of the data
entity.
The type of the data entity.

String

The sub-type of the data
entity.
The primary key of the data
entity.
Attributes of the data entity.
Defined on the row below
the previous properties,
each Attribute is defined by
its own set of properties.

Simple, Complex

ForeignKeys of the data
entity. Defined on the row
below the attributes, each
ForeignKey is defined by a
reference to another
DataEntity and a reference
to an Attribute.
Checks and rules of the
data entity. Defined on the
row below the foreign keys,
each Check is defined by
and ID and an Expression

String

Principal, Secondary

Attribute
ID - String
Name – String
Description – String
AttributeType24
Size – Double
Multiplicity – 0,1, 0..1, *, other
Default Value - Double
Accept Null? – Yes, No
Is Unique – Yes, No
EntityRef - <DataEntity.id>

AttributeRef - <Attribute.id>

ID – String
CheckExpression – String (expression)

Attribute Types are – Integer, Double, Decimal. Boolean, Bit, Currency, Date, Time, Datetime, String, Text,
Regex, URL, Image, XML, Binary;
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 DataEntity Views Sheet (s.entityviews)
This sheet includes all the data-entity views defined in the SRS.
Table 9. DataEntity Views sheet properties, for each data entity view

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type
Master
Detail

Reference(s)

Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the data
entity view.
The name of the data entity
view.
The type of the data entity
view.
The Master data entity of
this data entity view.
The detail of the current
data entity view. Each detail
is defined in the row below
the current data entity view.
The references to other
DataEntities that the current
data entity view has.
The description of the data
entity view.

String
String
Very Simple, Simple, Complex
<DataEntity.id>
<DataEntityDetail.id>

<DataEntity.id>

String

 System Goals Sheet (s.systemgoals)
This sheet includes all the system goals defined in the SRS.
Table 10. Goals sheet properties, for each goal

Property Name
ID
Name
Type
Source
(Stakeholder)
Part Of
Description
Priority

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the goal.

String

The name of the goal.

String

The type of the goal.

Abstract, Concrete

The stakeholder that created the goal.

<stakeholder.id>

The main goal associated with the
current goal
The description of the goal.

<goal.id>

The priority defined for the conclusion
of the goal.

Must, Should, Could,
Won’t

String
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 Functional Requirements Sheet (s.FRs)
This sheet includes all the functional requirements defined in the SRS.
Table 18. Functional Requirements sheet properties, for each FR

Property Name
ID
Name
Type
Source
(Stakeholder)
Part Of
Description
Priority

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the functional
requirement.
The name of the functional requirement.

String

The type of the functional requirement.

Abstract, Concrete

The stakeholder that created the functional
requirement.

<stakeholder.id>

The main FR associated with the current
functional requirement
The description of the functional
requirement.
The priority defined for the conclusion of
the functional requirement.

<FR.id>

String

String
Must, Should, Could,
Won’t

 Quality Requirements Sheet (s.QRs)
This sheet includes all the quality requirements defined in the SRS.
Table 19. Quality Requirements sheet properties, for each QR

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type

Sub-Type

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the quality
requirement.
The name of the quality
requirement.
The type of the quality
requirement.

String

The sub-type of the quality
requirement
(sub-types are written like
<Type>_<sub-Type>, ex:
Security_Authentication)

String
Security, Performance, Usability,
Appearance, Operational,
Maintenance, Cultural, Legal,
Efficiency, Reliability, Interoperability,
Other
Security:
Authentication, Authorization,
Confidentiality, Integrity, Audit;
Performance:
SystemResponse,
NetworkResponseTime,
MemoryConsumption, Other;
Usability:
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Metric

Operator

Value

Source
(Stakeholder)
Part Of
Description
Priority

The metric used has a unit of
measure for the value
(metrics are written like
<Measure>_<Degree>, ex:
Time_Min).
The operator that makes up
the expression of the QR,
along with the value.
The value that makes up the
expression of the QR, along
with the operator.
The stakeholder that created
the functional requirement.
The main QR associated with
the current quality requirement
The description of the quality
requirement.
The priority defined for the
conclusion of the quality
requirement.

Learnability, Errors, Operability,
Understandability, Satisfaction;
Cultural:
Language, Currency;
Efficiency: ResourceUse.
Time: Hour, Min, Sec, mSec;
Frequency: Hz, KHz, MHz;
Capacity: Kbyte, Mbyte, Gbyte,
Tbye;
Task
<, >, =, >=, <=

Double or Integer

<stakeholder.id>
<QR.id>
String
Must, Should, Could, Won’t

 Constraints Sheet (s.constraints)
This sheet includes all the constraints (requirements) defined in the SRS.
Table 11. Constraints sheet properties, for each constraint

Property Name
ID
Name
Type

Sub-Type

Source
(Stakeholder)

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the constraint.

String

The name of the constraint.

String

The type of the constraint.

Cultural, Legal, Organizational,
Physical, Project, Technological,
Other
Cultural, Legal, Organizational,
Physical, Project, Technological,
Other
<stakeholder.id>

The sub-type of the constraint

The stakeholder that created
the constraint.
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Part Of
Description
Priority

The main constraint associated
with the current constraint.
The description of the
constraint.
The priority defined for the
conclusion of the constraint
requirement.

<constraint.id>
String
Must, Should, Could, Won’t

 Use Cases Sheet (s.usecases)
This sheet includes all the Use Cases (requirements) defined in the SRS.
Table 12. Use Cases sheet properties, for each UC

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type

DataEntity
View
Actors

Actions
Conditions

Includes

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the
UC.
The name of the UC.

String

The type of the UC.

EntityCreate, EntityRead, EntityUpdate,
EntityDelete, EntityReport, EntityDashboard,
EntityOther, EntitiesManage, EntitiesBrowse,
EntitiesSearch, EntitiesReport,
EntitiesDashboard, EntitiesInteropImport,
EntitiesInteropExport, EntitiesInteropSync,
EntitiesInteropSendMessage,
EntitiesInteropServiceInvocation,
EntitiesMapShow, EntitiesMapInteract,
EntitiesOther, Other.
<DataEntityView.id>

The DataEntity View
associated to this UC.
The actors that initiate
and participate in the
UC.
The actions that a Use
Case can trigger.
The preconditions and
postconditions that a
UC must fulfil before
being performed.
The reference to other
use cases included by
the current UC.

String

<actor.id>, <actor.id>

String
String, String

<UC.id>
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Extends

Extension
Points

Description
Priority

The use cases
extended by the current
UC. Each extended UC
must have the specified
extension point on
which the current UC is
extending from.

The extension points of
the current UC, which
other UCs can extend
from.
The description of the
UC.
The priority defined for
the conclusion of the U.

Extends UCs: <UC.id>

Extends Eps: <ExtensionPoint.id>

String

String
Must, Should, Could, Won’t

 Use Case Scenarios Sheet (s.usecases.scenarios)
This sheet includes all the Use Case Scenarios defined in the SRS, with each Scenario
being associated with a Use Case.
Table 22. Use Case Scenarios sheet properties, for each Scenario.

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type
Sequential

If Action

Step ID
Actor Subject
Description

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the
scenario.
The name of the
scenario.
The type of the
scenario.
The steps of the
scenario can be
sequential or not.
The action for
conditional steps
(ifSteps).
The ID of the steps of
the current Scenario.
The ID actor that
executes the step.
The description of the
step.

String
String
Main, Alternative, Exception
TRUE, FALSE

<UCAction.id>

String
<Actor.id>
String
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The types of the steps
of the current Scenario.

StepAction
Type

The sub-type of the
steps of the current
Scenario.
The ID of the step
following the current
one.

StepAction
Sub-Type
Next Step

Actor_PrepareData, Actor_CallSystem,
System_Executes, System_ReturnResult,
Other, None.
SubmitData, ShowData, CancelUseCase,
TerminateUseCase, Other.
<Step.id>

 User Stories Sheet (s.userstories)
This sheet includes all the User Stories (requirements) defined in the SRS.
Table 13. User Stories sheet properties, for each User Story.

Property
Name
ID
Name
Type

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the user story.

String

The name of the user story.

String

The type of the user story.

UserStory, FoundationStory,
Spike, Other.
<actor.id>

The actor who plays the user story.

Actor
Goal
Reason
Part Of
Description
Priority

The goal that the actor aims to
accomplish in the current user story.
The reason for the actor to accomplish
the current user story.
The main user story associated with the
current constraint.
The description of the user story.

String

The priority defined for the conclusion of
the user story requirement.

Must, Should, Could, Won’t

String
<US.id>
String

 Requirements Relations Sheet (s.reqs.relations)
This sheet includes all the Requirements Relations defined in the SRS.
Table 14. Requirements Relations sheet properties, for each requirements relation.

Property Name
Source
Target

Description

Type/Values

The name and unique ID of the
source requirement.
The name of the user story.

<req.id>, String
<req.id>, String
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DependsOn
Type
Description

The type of the relation between
the requirements.

Requires, Supports, Obstructs,
Conflicts, Identical

The description of the
requirements relation.

String

 State Machine Sheet (s.statemachines)
This sheet includes all the State Machines defined in the SRS. Each SM must have one or
more States in the following rows.
Table 15. State Machine sheet properties, for each state machine.

Property
Name
ID
Name
DataEntity
Description
State ID
StateType
onEntry
onExit
Use Case
Action
NextState

Description

Type/Values

The unique ID of the state machine

String

The name of the state machine

String

The DataEntity associated to the current state
machine.
The description of the state machine.

<dataEntity.id>

The unique IDs of the states of the current state
machine.
The type of the states of the current state
machine.
What occurs when the state machine transitions
to the current state.
What occurs when the state machine transitions
from the current state.
The use case related to a given action on the
current state.
The use case action performed on the current
state.
The state transitioned to when the action is
performed.

String

String

Initial, Final,
InitialFinal
String
String
<useCase.id>
<useCase.action>
String
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Appendix B – RSLingo-Studio’s Validation Checks
Table 28 contains a detailed list of all the validation checks that RSLingo-Studio performs, as
well as the conditions for their occurrence and displayed Quickfix.
Table 16. List of validation checks that RSLingo-Studio performs

Rule

Condition

Type

Inexistent references

Literal containing a
reference to another
inexistent literal.
Have two (or more) literals
identified by the same
qualified name.

Error

Have a literal contain a
hierarchical relation (isA) to
another literal which
contains, in turn, a
hierarchical relation to the
previous literal.
Have a literal contain a
hierarchical relation (isA) to
itself.
Have a literal contain a
subtype that is inconsistent
with its type (ex: QR of type
Privacy with the
Efficiency_ResourceUse
subtype)
Have an Entity whose
PrimaryKey attribute
references an inexistent
attribute.
Have an Entity whose
ForeignKey attribute
references an inexistent
attribute.
Have a SystemRelation
whose Source system is
equal to its Target system.

Error

Duplicated references

Any literal

Cyclical hierarchies

Self-hierarchy

Sub-type inconsistent
with Type

SystemRelation

DataEntity

Inexistent Primary Key

Inexistent Foreign Key

Source equals Target
in SystemRelations

Error

Suggested
Quickfix
Remove
reference
Remove one of
the duplicates /
Rename one of
the duplicates
Remove one of
the references /
Rename one of
the references

Error

Remove the super
reference

Error

Remove the
subType

Error

Remove the
PrimaryKey

Error

Remove the
ForeignKey

Error

Rename Source
or Target
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RequirementsRealtion
UseCase

Error

Rename Source
or Target

Inexistent UC
Extension Points

Have a UseCase A extend
another UseCase B on an
ExtensionPoint that B does
not contain.
Have a UseCase that
extends itself (regardless of
extension point).
Have a BusinessProcess of
type Manual and define a
participantTarget for it.

Error

Remove
extension

Error

Remove
extension

Error

Remove
participantTarget

State Machine with no
Initial States
State Machine with no
Final States
Inconsistent Project
Schedules

Have a StateMachine
without an Initial State
Have a StateMachine
without a Final State
Have a Project that has, for
example, a Start Date that
takes place after the End
Date.

Warning Suggest adding
an Initial State
Warning Suggest adding a
Final State
Warning Suggest a review
of the schedules

Incorrect UseCase
Scenario Steps
nomenclature

Have a UC Scenario whose
sub-steps don’t contain the
main step ID (ex: step s2
with sub-steps sub1 and
sub2)

Warning Suggest the
renaming of the
UseCase
Scenario Steps

UseCase extends itself

Inconsistent
BusinessProcess type

Steps

Project

StateM
achine

BusinessProcess

Source equals Target
Have a
in
RequirementsRelation
RequirementsRelations whose Source requirement
is equal to its Target
requirement.
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Appendix C – RSLingo-Studio’s Transformations
Table 29 contains a list of all the transformations between RSL specifications and UML Diagrams that
RSLingo-Studio supports.

System Level

Business Level

Table 27. List of all the RSL-to-diagram transformations supported by RSLingo-Studio.

Transformation

RSL Construct

Description

Business Goals
Diagram

Packagebusiness.businessgoals

Stakeholders
Diagram

Packagebusiness.stakeholders

Activity
Diagram

Packagebusiness.businessprocesses

UML Object Diagram
with relations
between business
goals and where each
object is a business
goal.
UML Object Diagram
with relations
between stakeholders
and where each object
is a stakeholder.
UML Activity Diagram
depicting the flow of
business processes,
with or without
business events.

Context Diagram

Packagebusiness.systemrelations

UML Context Diagram
providing a high level
view of a system and
its boundaries, as well
as the relations with
other systems.

Use Case Diagram

Package-system.usecases

State Machine
Diagram

Packagesystem.statemachines

UML Use Case
Diagram depicting the
system’s Use Cases
and the Actors
participating in them.
UML State Machine
Diagram depicting the
system’s State
Machines.
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Class Diagram
(DataEntities)

Package-system.dataentities

Class Diagram
(DataEntityViews)

Packagesystem.dataentityviews

Activity Diagram

Packagesystem.usecases.scenarios

Quality
Requirements
Diagram

Package-system.requirements

Functional
Requirements
Diagram

Package-system.requirements

Constraints Diagram

Package-system.requirements

Goals Diagram

Package-system.requirements

UML Class Diagram
that represents each
of the system’s
entities, with its
attributes, primary
and foreign keys
checks.
UML Class Diagram
that represents the
system’s
DataEntityViews.
UML Activity Diagram
for representing Use
Case scenarios,
namely how the Use
Cases steps are
performed and the
flow between them.
UML Object Diagram
that depicts each of
the system’s Quality
Requirements and the
hierarchical relations
between them.
UML Object Diagram
that depicts each of
the system’s
Functional
Requirements and the
hierarchical relations
between them.
UML Object Diagram
that depicts each of
the system’s
Constraints and the
hierarchical relations
between them.
UML Object Diagram
that depicts each of
the system’s Goals
and the hierarchical
relations between
them.
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User Stories Diagram

Package-system.requirements

Requirements
Relations Diagram

Packagesystem.requirementsrelations

UML Object Diagram
that depicts each of
the system’s User
Stories and the
hierarchical relations
between them.
UML Object Diagram
that represents all the
system’s
requirements,
regardless of their
type, with the
relations between
them and the type of
interactions they
perform.
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Appendix D – Business Level Transformations

Fig. 20. Business Goals Diagram

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 21. Stakeholders Diagram
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Fig. 22. BPMN Diagram

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 23. Context Diagram
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Appendix E – System Level Transformations

Fig. 24. Use Case Diagram
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Fig. 25. State Machine Diagram
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Fig. 26. Class Diagram (Data Entities)
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Fig. 27. Class Diagram (Data Entity Views)
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Fig. 28. Activity Diagram (Use Case Scenarios)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 29. Quality Requirements Diagram
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Fig. 30. Constraints Diagram
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Fig. 31. System Goals Diagram
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Fig. 32. User Stories Diagram

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 33. Functional Requirements Diagram
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Fig. 34. Requirements Relations Diagram

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 35. Actors Diagram
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